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DAY 1 - JUNE 22

8.00 am EDT | 2.00 pm CEST

OPENING
James MCGANN, Co-Chair T20 TF 11; Director, Think and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP), Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Paolo MAGRI, T20 National Coordinator and Chair; Executive Vice President, ISPI, Italy

Opening Keynote
► Sigmar GABRIEL, Former Vice-Chancellor, Germany; Chairman Atlantik-Bruke
SESSION I: Global Policy Proposals for the People: Health, Multilateralism, Migration

Keynote
- **Carl BILDT**, Former Prime Minister of Sweden; WHO Special Envoy for the ACT-Accelerator
- **Agnes KALIBATA**, Special Envoy UNSG for the 2021 Food System Summit

GLOBAL HEALTH
Paola TESTORI COGGI, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 1; Special Advisor of the Italian Technological Cluster of Life Sciences - Alisei
Smita SRINIVAS, Co-Chair T20 TF 1; Professorial Research Fellow (Economics Department and DPP), Open University, UK
José Octavio BORDÓN, President, Executive Committee, Consejo Argentino para las Relaciones Internacionales (CARI), Argentina
- **Debate**

MULTILATERALISM
Giampiero MASSOLO, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 8; President, ISPI, Italy
Rose NGUGI, Co-Chair T20 TF 8; Executive Director, KIPPRA, Kenya
Jane HARMAN, Distinguished Fellow and President Emerita, Wilson Center, US
WANG Dong, Deputy Director & Executive Director Institute for Global Cooperation and Understanding (iGCU), Peking University, China
- **Debate**

MIGRATION
Emma BONINO, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 10; Senator of the Italian Republic
Elena SANCHEZ MONTIJANO, Co-Chair T20 TF 10; Research Professor, CIDE, Mexico
La Toya WAHA, Analysis and Consulting, Migration and Flight, Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS), Germany
Youssef CHAHED, Former Prime Minister, Tunisia
- **Debate**

10.00 am EDT / 4.00 pm CEST
SESSION II: Global Policy Proposals for the Planet: Climate, Energy & Sustainable Infrastructure

Keynote
- **José Luis CHICOMA**, Minister of Production, Peru
- **Vivien FOSTER**, Chief Economist for the Infrastructure, Vice-Presidency of the World Bank

CLIMATE & ENERGY
Luiz DE MELLO, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 2; Director of the Policy Studies Branch, Economics Department, OECD
Jun ARIMA, Co-Chair T20 TF 2; Senior Policy Fellow, ERIA, Indonesia
Bob PERCIASEPE, President, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES), US
- **Debate**

SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Francesco PROFUMO, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 7; President, Compagnia di San Paolo, Italy
Joisa DUTRA, Co-Chair T20 TF 7; Director, Centre for Regulatory and Infrastructure Studies, FGV, Brazil
Naoyuki YOSHINO, Former Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI); Professor Emeritus, Keio University, Japan
- **Debate**

11.00 am EDT / 5.00 pm CEST

Wrap up and Closing
8.00 am EDT | 2.00 pm CEST

**OPENING**

James McGann, Co-Chair T20 TF 11; Director, Think and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP), Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Paolo Magri, T20 National Coordinator and Chair; Executive Vice President, ISPI, Italy

Opening Keynote

► John Allen, President, The Brookings Institution, US

**SESSION III: Global Policy Proposals for Prosperity: Cohesion, Development & Digitalization**

Keynote

► Inger Ashing, CEO, Save the Children

**SOCIAL COHESION**

Tito Boeri, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 6; Professor of Economics, Bocconi University, Italy

Alejandra Cardini, Co-Chair T20 TF 6; Director, Education Program, CIPPEC, Argentina

Cinzia Alcidi, Director of Research, Head of the Economic Policy Unit, Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS)

• Debate •

**2030 AGENDA**

Stefano Manservisi, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 5; Chair, Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF) and Special Advisor to Commissioner Gentiloni

Homi Kharas, Co-Chair T20 TF 5; Senior Fellow, Center for Sustainable Development, Brookings, US

Karuti Kanyinga, Research Professor and Director, Institute for Development Studies (IDS), University of Nairobi, Kenya

Moushira Mahmoud Khattab, Former Minister of Family & Population, Egypt

• Debate •

**DIGITALIZATION**

Maria Chiara Carrozza, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 4; President, Italian National Research Council (CNR)

Robert Fay, Co-Chair T20 TF 4; Managing Director, Digital Economy, CIGI, Canada

Samir Saran, President, Observer Research Foundation (ORF), India

• Debate •
SESSION IV: Global Policy Proposals for Prosperity: Finance & Trade

Keynote
- Alicia BARCENA, Executive Secretary, Cepal
- Lawrence H. SUMMERS, Professor, Charles W. Eliot University and President Emeritus, Harvard University; 71st Secretary of the Treasury for President Clinton and Director of the National Economic Council for President Obama

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
Franco BRUNI, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 9; Vice President, ISPI, Italy
GAO Haihong, Co-Chair T20 TF 9; Director, Research Center for International Finance, CASS, China
Luis Fernando MEJÍA, President, Fedesarrollo, Colombia
Adam POSEN, President, Peterson Institute for International Economics (PIIE), US
- Debate -

TRADE
Pier Carlo PADOAN, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 3; Vice President, IAI, Italy
Sait AKMAN, Co-Chair T20 TF 3; Director, G20 Studies Center, Tepav, Turkey
Kyoji FUKAO, President, Institute of Developing Economies, JETRO, Japan
- Debate -

Wrap up and Closing
Rizal Affandi LUKMAN, G20 Sherpa of Indonesia and Deputy Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs
Luigi MATTIOLO, G20 Sherpa of Italy
* Invited